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Abstract

How do elections and the economy a�ect authoritarian survival? Distinguishing between (a)
non-election periods in autocracies that do not hold competitive elections; (b) election periods
in autocracies that hold regular elections; and (c) non-election periods in such autocracies, I
argue that bad economic performance makes authoritarian regimes especially likely to break
down in election years, but the anticipation of competitive elections should dissuade citizens
and elites from engaging in anti-regime behavior in non-election periods, facilitating short-
term survival. �us, compared to regimes that do not hold competitive elections, electoral au-
tocracies should bemore vulnerable to bad economic performance in election periods butmore
resilient to it in non-election years. A study of ��� authoritarian regimes between ���� and ����
con�rms these expectations. �e e�ect is driven by competitive elections determining the com-
position of the executive o�ce, and elections-related breakdowns are more likely to result in
democratization.
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Howdo elections and economic performance a�ect authoritarian survival?�e answer to this ques-

tion remains hotly contested. While the view that autocracies are more likely to break down in

bad economic times is widely shared (Haggard and Kaufman ����; Bueno de Mesquita et al. ����;

Kennedy ����; Teorell ����; Treisman ����; Houle, Kayser and Xiang ����), several authors have

noted that such regimes can be very resilient to serious economic crises (Pepinsky ����; Levitsky

and Way ����). Similarly, while some researchers claim that elections foster authoritarian durabil-

ity by co-opting subnational elites or communicating information about the government’s strength

(Blaydes ����; Reuter et al. ����; Magaloni ����; Cox ����; Miller ����; Little ����, ����; Egorov

and Sonin ����; Higashijima ����; Rozenas ����), others retort that competitive elections represent

a risky endeavor, as victory is not assured and attempts to tinker with the electoral results may trig-

ger mass protests or even coups (Lindberg ����; Tucker ����; Kuntz and�ompson ����; Levitsky

and Way ����; Magaloni ����; Fearon ����; Daxecker ����; Schedler ����; Egorov and Sonin ����;

Higashijima ����; Little, Tucker and LaGatta ����; Bernhard, Edgell and Lindberg ����; Wig and

Rød ����; Knutsen, Nygård and Wig ����; Schuler, Gueorguiev and Cantú ����; Seki ����).

In this paper I attempt to bridge these literatures by studying how the e�ect of the economy

on breakdown is mediated by competitive elections, and vice versa.� Bad economic performance

is more likely to result in authoritarian breakdown when exogenous circumstances – like leader-

ship turnover – increase regime weakness (Miller ����; Treisman ����; Besley, Persson and Reynal-

Querol ����). I claim that elections can play a similar role. On the one hand, they make it easier

to coordinate against the government, increasing vulnerability to breakdown when the economy is

doing badly. On the other, the fact that elections are held at regular intervals (Fearon ����; Pop-

Eleches and Robertson ����; Wilson and Lindberg ����; Harish and Little ����; Knutsen, Nygård

and Wig ����) can increase authoritarian resiliency in non-election years because opposition lead-

ers and activists who have invested in electoral strategies have fewer incentives to press for regime

change, and the anticipation of future elections makes voters are less willing to take to the streets.

�Unless otherwise speci�ed, throughout this paper I use the term “elections” to refer to competitive elections.
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More speci�cally, authoritarian regimes can be divided into two classes. In closed autocracies,

competitive elections do not exist, or are restricted to the legislature. �us, the only way to remove

the government is through mass protests, a coup, or an armed uprising. Most of the time, the lack

of common knowledge (Chwe ����) and the high cost of these activities will deter both elites and

citizens from engaging in them. When economic conditions are su�ciently bad to precipitate such

behavior, however, there is little incentive to back down because nobody knows when (if) there will

be another opportunity to overthrow the government. In contrast, in electoral authoritarian regimes

(henceforth, EARs), both the executive and the legislature are elected in competitive elections that

are formally (thoughnot substantively) democratic.�ismakes such regimesmuchmore vulnerable

in election years, because opposition leaders can campaign against the government and citizens who

are wary of protesting may nonetheless be willing to cast a vote for them. At the same time, the

anticipation of future elections may dissuade people from engaging in anti-government activities in

non-election periods, increasing the regime’s odds of surviving until the next election.�

�e point is illustrated in Figure �, which displays the probability of a regime breakdown – de-

�ned as the ousting of an authoritarian ruling coalition – on year t conditional on the economic

growth rate in t − � for a sample of ��� autocracies between ���� and ����. In panel (a) the tiles

become lighter as we move upwards along the y-axis, indicating that, on average, better economic

performance makes autocracies less likely to break down. Figure �b shows that the pattern is simi-

lar for closed regimes and EARs, though the latter are somewhat more fragile. However, Figure �c

shows that this masks substantial variability within EARs: these regimes are highly vulnerable to

bad economic performance in election years, but comparatively more resilient to it in non-election

periods. EARs trade o� higher vulnerability to economic performance in election years in exchange

for higher resiliency to it in non-election periods.

��us, like Knutsen, Nygård andWig (����) I claim that elections can have contradictory e�ects on authoritarian break-
down, but the underlyingmechanisms are di�erent. First, while I agree that electionsmake autocraciesmore vulnerable
to breakdown in the short term, I argue that this e�ect also depends on economic performance. Second, I make no
claims about elections’ e�ect in the long run; rather, I posit that the anticipation of future elections may help de�ect
anti-regime behavior in non-election periods, making a regime more likely to survive but only until the next election.
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Figure �: Likelihood of breakdown, conditional on economic performance (in the previous year),
regime type and election year, ����-����. �e shades indicate the probability of regime breakdown
within each cell; for ease of comparison, the corresponding value is also reported numerically. Val-
ues in square brackets indicate the number of country-years in each cell.

�e empirical analysis shows that this pattern holdswithin regimes aswell. Furthermore, placebo

tests reveal that the results disappear or become substantially weaker when the focus is restricted

to non-competitive or legislative elections, vindicating the claim that it is competitive elections for

the executive o�ce that matter. Also in line with the argument, I �nd that (a) the e�ect is driven

by outsider- rather than insider-driven breakdowns; (b) economic performance a�ects the likeli-

hood of coup attempts and violent protests in election years; and (c) election-related breakdowns

aremore likely to result in democratization. While these results cannot be interpreted causally, their

credibility is enhanced by the use of �xed e�ects – which wipe out a good deal of cross-sectional

variation in the data – as well as the fact that election dates can o�en be taken as �xed (Pop-Eleches

and Robertson ����); indeed, results are stronger for scheduled than for actual actual election dates.

Moreover, to the extent that authoritarian rulers manipulate the economy strategically (Akhme-

dov and Zhuravskaya ����; Magaloni ����; Pepinsky ����; Blaydes ����), economic performance

should improve in election years, thus providing a tougher test for the argument.
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�eoretical argument

I posit an election-driven cycle on the impact of economic performance on authoritarian break-

down, de�ned as the replacement of an authoritarian ruling coalition by a di�erent set of rulers,

whether democratically elected or not. Breakdown captures the inability of a small group of indi-

viduals to remain in power at the expense of others, and thus it stands at the heart of what authori-

tarian rule is all about. In contrast, events like coups, mass protests, leadership turnover or political

liberalization do not necessarily compromise a regime’s hold on power. Focusing on breakdown also

makes more sense than looking at democratization (see also Knutsen, Nygård and Wig ����:���).

First, elections may end with a military coup (Wig and Rød ����), as in Myanmar in ���� (Guyot

����) or Algeria in ���� (Addi ����). Second, whether alternation in o�ce at t results in a demo-

cratic regime at t+ � depends on the behavior of the upcoming government: a candidate that defeats

an autocrat at the polls and subsequently behaves undemocratically, as Alyaksandr Lukashenka did

in Belarus in ���� (Potocki ����; Levitsky and Way ����, ch. �; Wilson ����), establishes a new au-

tocracy, not a democracy. �irdly, minimizing the risk of one kind of transition may maximize the

risk of another, and thus all forms of breakdown should be considered.

�e argument begins with Svolik’s (����) distinction between internal and external threats to

authoritarian governments. Internal threats are those that come from insiders within the ruling

coalition, whomay exploit their connections and resources to launch a coup, as SaddamHussein did

in Iraq in ���� (Karsh andRautsi ����). External threats are those led by individuals fromoutside the

ruling coalition, such as armed insurgencies (the Cuban Revolution), mass protests (Eastern Europe

in ����) or opposition candidates (the Philippines in ����; see�ompson ����). Elections make it

easier for outsiders to organize and challenge the regime openly, thus making it more vulnerable to

external threats. �at said, to the extent that elections are (expected to be) su�ciently competitive,

insiders may be less willing to close ranks behind the government, making it less likely to survive

an electoral challenge. �at is, elections both facilitate outsider coordination against the regime
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(Fearon ����; Little, Tucker and LaGatta ����), and may make insiders more likely to shirk precisely

when the government needs them the most (Rundlett and Svolik ����). Economic performance

matters because it a�ects both outsiders’ capacity (and willingness) to challenge the regime at the

polls, and insiders’ determination to throw their weight behind it. �e electoral calendar enters the

picture by shaping beliefs on whether opportunities for coordination will be available in the future:

if they will not, it makes little sense to stop collective action when the opportunity arises; otherwise,

waiting until the next election may be more attractive than trying to topple the regime via extra-

constitutional means (Schuler, Gueorguiev and Cantú ����). I examine each of these claims in turn.

Elections and coordination. Competitive (executive) elections are risky for autocrats chie�y be-

cause they make it easier for outsiders to coordinate against the government. Holding competitive

elections forces the government to li� some restrictions on opposition behavior, notably the right

to form parties and appear on the ballot, which generally means that opposition leaders also get

the opportunity to campaign and voice grievances that would otherwise remain silenced. Since au-

tocracies o�en try to hide popular discontent behind a façade of unanimity (Kuran ����), this is

not a trivial concession, as it can make people aware of the true extent of popular dissatisfaction

with the government. Even if the opposition has limited access to the media, the size of pro- or

anti-government rallies can be informative about the regime’s actual level of support (Cox ����;

Knutsen, Nygård andWig ����). And the winner-takes-all nature of executive elections may induce

opposition parties to nominate a common candidate, facilitating voter coordination (Howard and

Roessler ����; Arriola ����; Donno ����).

In addition, the secret ballotmakes it hard tomonitor citizens’ behavior. AsVenezuela’sMaisanta

shows, even when opposition to the government is publicly voiced, the cost of identifying and pun-

ishing millions of individual citizens can be prohibitive (Hsieh et al. ����).� If votes are cast secretly,

��ere were three petitions calling for a referendum to remove Hugo Chávez from o�ce. A�er surviving the referen-
dum, Chávez published the signatories’ names to have them punished, for example by �ring them from government
jobs. However, only those who signed the third petition could be easily identi�ed; those who signed the �rst or second
petition but not the third avoided punishment because they were much harder to identify (Hsieh et al. ����).
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such monitoring becomes even more di�cult. �e point is that the secret ballot lowers the incen-

tives for preference falsi�cation (Kuran ����), and thus disgruntled citizens who are unwilling to

participate in an anti-regime protest may nonetheless turn out to vote for the opposition.

Autocratic governments can cancel ormanipulate elections, but neither strategy is without risks.

�e visibility of elections, coupled with the fact that they follow a pre-established calendar, severely

limits autocrats’ discretion to decide when (and whether) to hold them: “it is the commonly under-

stood convention of holding elections at particular times according to known rules, not the electoral

outcome itself, that provides a public signal for coordinating rebellion in the event that elections are

suspended or blatantly rigged.” (Fearon ����:����; original emphasis) For example, the protests and

coup that ousted Blaise Compaoré a�er �� years in power were triggered by his attempt to change

the constitution in order to run for a ��h term.� �e limitation is even starker for autocracies that

depend on foreign aid, which o�en have little choice but to hold elections under conditions they

cannot control (Dunning ����; Finkel, Pérez-Liñán and Seligson ����; Levitsky andWay ����; Di-

etrich andWright ����;Miller forthcoming).�e possibility that canceling a scheduled electionmay

be interpreted as a signal of weakness (Egorov and Sonin ����) further discourages such behavior.

Most autocracies thus prefer to hold elections and manipulate them. Even then, the visibility

of elections may transform them into “focal points” for coordination if the regime gives the im-

pression of being weak (Tucker ����; Fearon ����; Daxecker ����; Little, Tucker and LaGatta ����;

Knutsen, Nygård and Wig ����). If the ruling party wins a relatively clean election (Fearon ����;

Higashijima ����; Rozenas ����), or wins by a huge margin that signals widespread support (Ma-

galoni ����; Simpser ����), its opponents are unlikely to challenge the results successfully because

the government’s strength is common knowledge (Chwe ����): everybody believes that everybody

believes that the regime is unassailable, thus dissuading people from taking to the streets in massive

numbers. Yet this outcome depends on perceptions of who actually won the election, and thus may

be a�ected by minor events that are hard to control and/or anticipate ex ante (Kuntz and �omp-

�“Not so pretty now,”�e Economist, � November ����.
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son ����:���-�). Some regimes miscalculate so badly that they have no contingency plan prepared

in advance and thus are forced to announce unfavorable results (Higashijima ����), as happened

in Poland in ���� (Kamiński ����) or in Gambia in ����.� Alternatively, fabricating false results at

the last minute may be impossible either because the opposition reports its own tallies, or because

government insiders are reluctant to collaborate. Both factors played a role in the Philippines in

����, as the opposition had its own monitors, and o�cials at the electoral commission denounced

Ferdinand Marcos’ attempt to tamper with the vote count (�ompson ����, ch. �). Furthermore, to

the extent that some amount of fraud is expected, announcing that the ruling party won by a small

margin will send the signal that the government is weak (Egorov and Sonin ����; Little ����), thus

encouraging anti-government protests, as in Serbia in ���� (Krnjevic-Miskovic ����; Birch ����).

�e point is that fraud only works when it is either invisible (Simpser ����; Fearon ����) – hard to

do in an autocracy unless elections are extremely clean, and thus risky (Magaloni ����; Higashijima

����; Rozenas ����) – or so extensive that it signals that the regime is entirely in control and thus

protesting is futile (Magaloni ����; Simpser ����; Little ����, ����; Egorov and Sonin ����; Seki

����). But a government that engages in (visibly) fraudulent behavior just to pass the �� percent

mark both o�ends dissatis�ed voters and sends the signal that it is weak, thus triggering massive

protests (Tucker ����; Kuntz and �ompson ����; Fearon ����; Daxecker ����; Little ����; Little,

Tucker and LaGatta ����; Simpser ����; Egorov and Sonin ����).

Elections and insider support. Of course, not all such protests end in breakdown; some govern-

ments are able to withstand even massive shows of popular discontent, as the Mexican PRI did in

���� (Magaloni ����; Cantú ����). However, this requires regime insiders to remain united behind

the government, which may be problematic when election results are unfavorable. �e point is that

no government can remain in o�ce without the active support of soldiers and civilian bureaucrats

(Wintrobe ����, ch. ��): even seemingly mundane actions such as stu�ng ballot boxes require the

active collaboration of hundreds or thousands of government o�cials, whose willingness and ability
�“A shock victory for the underdog in Gambia”,�e Economist, �� December ����.
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to carry such a task cannot be taken for granted (Rundlett and Svolik ����), as seen in the Philippines

in ���� (�ompson ����, ch. �) or in Mexico in ���� (Cantú ����). While these o�cials may prefer

the government to survive, they will also be concerned about their fate in case the regime falls (Svo-

lik ����; Simpser ����; Gehlbach and Simpser ����), especially if they are asked to engage in illegal

activities such as repressing protesters (Dragu and Polborn ����) or tampering with the vote count

(Rundlett and Svolik ����). If lower-than-expected results send the signal that the government is

weak, incentives to comply with such orders will be much lower; yet if these o�cials withdraw their

support en masse, the regime will be vulnerable even to modestly-sized protests (Levitsky and Way

����). High-level insiders who (secretly) want the incumbent to go may also take advantage of un-

favorable electoral results to withdraw their support (Kuntz and�ompson ����:���).

Competitive elections also give ambitious insiders the option of joining the opposition and

openly challenging the regime at the polls. Although not all such defectors are serious electoral

contenders, the political experience, name recognition, �nancial resources and political connec-

tions enjoyed by some of them makes for formidable electoral competitors (Reuter and Szakonyi

����). Moreover, insiders will be more likely to defect when the government is seen as unpopular

(Magaloni ����; Reuter and Gandhi ����; Reuter and Szakonyi ����), i.e. it is precisely the most

vulnerable regimes that should face the strongest electoral challenges from within.

Insiders may also choose to stage a coup, as recently seen in Zimbabwe.� Indeed, hardliners for

whom the prospect of handing power over to the the opposition is unacceptable sometimes take

power by force rather than stepping down peacefully (Casper and Tyson ����; Wig and Rød ����).

Nonetheless, when electoral competition is allowed, insiders – and especially civilian ones –will �nd

the option of defecting more attractive than that of staging a coup. Successful coups o�en require

the support of (some sector of) themilitary (Johnson and�yne ����, fn. �), yet not all insiders have

entrée to the topmilitary brass. For the same reason, themilitary are likely to play a disproportionate

role in the new government, making the option less attractive for civilian politicians. Finally, the

�“Fall of the dictator,”�e Economist, �� November ����.
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cost of a failed coup is likelymuch higher than that of a failed electoral challenge. Unsuccessful coup

plotters may be killed, imprisoned, or forced into exile. Defectors who lose an election, on the other

hand, may certainly face harassment and lose access to lucrative government contracts, but they are

likely to avoid harsher measures, especially if they attract international attention.

In sum, as Fidel Castro presciently warned his friend Daniel Ortega, “Elections are a risky busi-

ness... If you get into the game, you should be prepared to lose.” (quoted in Oppenheimer ����:���)

To be sure, the fact that authoritarian rulers may imprison, proscribe or kill their opponents, harass

opposition leaders and supporters, monopolize access to the media, or engage in large-scale fraud

means that they are more electorally “successful” than their democratic counterparts: while ��.�%

of competitive elections held between ���� and ���� (��� out of �, ���) resulted in an electoral de-

feat for the incumbent (Przeworski ����:���-�), just ��.�% of competitive executive elections held

in autocracies between ���� and ���� (�� out of ���) ended in breakdown. Yet this represents an

almost threefold increase over the �.�% failure rate of authoritarian regimes in non-election years

(��� our of �, ���). Authoritarian elections may be safer than democratic ones, but they are much

riskier than not holding elections at all.

�e role of the economy. Economic performance enters into this picture by a�ecting the level

of dissatisfaction with the government among both outsiders and insiders. It is well documented

that economic growth is closely related to popular support for the government, both in democra-

cies (Duch and Stevenson ����; Burke ����) and in autocracies (Magaloni ����, ch.�; Treisman

����; Burke ����; Matovski ����). If economic conditions are dire enough, this may su�ce to in-

duce coordination against the government (Fearon ����); indeed, bad economic performancemakes

protests and riots more likely (Brancati ����; Aidt and Leon ����), which sometimes induce the

adoption of signi�cant institutional reforms (Burke and Leigh ����; Teorell ����; Brückner and Ci-

ccone ����; Ramsay ����; Wright, Frantz andGeddes ����; Rozenas ����; though see Barron, Miguel

and Satyanath ���� for a discordant view).�e fact that competitive elections facilitate coordination

should strengthen this result, as the government has fewer resources to buy o� potential opponents
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(Greene ����; Kennedy ����; Treisman ����), while opposition candidates have an obvious cam-

paign topic that resonates with voters.� An ailing economy also makes it harder to retain the loyalty

of regime insiders, either because economic downturns o�en force the introduction of political or

institutional reforms that make (some of) them worse o� (Haggard and Kaufman ����; Bueno de

Mesquita et al. ����), or because opportunistic insiders believe the government is less likely to re-

main in o�ce. Consistent with these claims, both coup attempts (Londregan and Poole ����; Gale-

tovic and Sanhueza ����; Kim ����; though see also Powell ����) and insider defections (Reuter

and Gandhi ����; Reuter and Szakonyi ����) are more common when the economy is doing badly.

�e electoral calendar. �ese considerations suggest an interactive relationship between elections

and the economy: an economic downturn of a given magnitude will be much more serious in an

election year, when coordination is easier, than in a non-election period. Conversely, a booming

economy will make elections less dangerous, as genuine support for the regime will be higher, ex-

pectations of victory will be stronger, and the government will have more resources to buy o� the

support of voters and regime insiders.

But elections alsomatter because of the expectations they generate. Closed regimes lack not only

(competitive) elections but also the expectation of future elections. �is certainly makes coordina-

tion more di�cult for both insiders and outsiders; but when (if) these players manage to solve their

coordination problems, they have little reason to back down, as they cannot know when (if) they

will be able to coordinate in the future. In contrast, EARs hold elections at regular and known in-

tervals (Fearon ����; Pop-Eleches and Robertson ����), thus generating a common understanding

that future elections will provide a venue for opposition leaders to challenge the regime, for citi-

zens to vote against it, and for disgruntled insiders to defect and join the opposition. �us, when a

downturn takes place in a non-election year, both voters and opposition leaders have good reasons

to wait until the next election rather than engaging in risky behavior like protesting or planning a

�Unlike other phenomena that make incumbents look bad, such as corruption scandals, bad economic performance is
hard to conceal from voters even when the media is aligned with the government.
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coup (see also Harish and Little ���� and Schuler, Gueorguiev and Cantú ����). �e perception that

the success of protests and conspiracies depends on how many people participate in them (Chwe

����) will further discourage such behavior (Kuntz and�ompson ����:���-�).

�at said, the fact that EARs make it easier for the opposition to organize may facilitate protests

and other anti-regime activities, and the knowledge that economic downturns are o�en transitory

may diminish the incentives to wait. Nonetheless, to the extent that protesting is su�ciently costly,

voters see elections as inherently legitimate, or opposition leaders had already invested in electoral

technologies (Acemoglu andRobinson ����; Schuler, Gueorguiev andCantú ����), these arguments

carry less weight. For a start, voters may be �ckler than opposition leaders (Fearon ����; Matovski

����; Hale and Colton ����): while the latter may want the regime to go as a matter of course, the

former may be less worried about temporary downturns – which may re�ect bad luck rather than

incompetence – than permanente ones. True, opposition leaders may still �nd it worthwhile to

protest in order to demand an impartial electoral commission or more favorable electoral rules,

while high-ranking insiders may defect in non-election periods in order to prepare for the upcom-

ing election. �is will make future elections more competitive, but that only strengthens the logic

of the argument. To begin with, a breakdown may not occur: by the time the election arrives, the

government may have recovered (for example, because the economy has taken o�), or the opposi-

tionmay be extremely fragmented (e.g., if all opposition leaders want to become the new president).

Paul Biya barely prevailed in the ���� Cameroonian presidential election (Arriola ����, ch. �), but

became unassailable a�erwards. Malaysian elections have become more competitive over time, to

the extent that the opposition won a majority of votes in ����; yet malapportionment still gives the

ruling party an absolute majority of parliamentary seats (Noh ����). Even more importantly, if a

breakdown e�ectively occurs, it will take place at the moment of the election, not before.

Implications.�ese considerations suggest three sets of implications. First, consider how economic

growth a�ects the probability of authoritarian breakdown. Compared to closed regimes, which by

de�nition never hold competitive (executive) elections, EARs should be more vulnerable to bad
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economic performance in election years, but relatively more resilient to them in non-election pe-

riods.� Conversely, a booming economic should mitigate the risk of holding competitive elections,

though of course this e�ect can only be studied in EARs.

Second, the argument only applies to competitive elections for selecting the incumbent exec-

utive. Campaigning against the government only makes sense if opposition is allowed, and the

announcement of electoral results can only be problematic when losing is theoretically possible. In-

deed, only minimally competitive elections have ever resulted in an incumbent defeat (Hyde and

Marinov ����). In the same vein, although they sometimes trigger an authoritarian breakdown – as

in Georgia in ���� or Kyrgyzstan in ���� (Bunce andWolchik ����) –, legislative contests should be

less relevant than executive ones (Bernhard, Edgell and Lindberg ����; Knutsen, Nygård and Wig

����). Most obviously, breakdown means that the government loses control of the executive o�ce.

An opposition-controlled legislature may be able to impeach the incumbent in principle, but this

o�en requires controlling a supermajority of seats, and in any case the police and bureaucracy may

have few incentives to obey, as recently seen in Venezuela.� Even when losing control of the legis-

lature, the executive may be able to buy o� individual legislators or divide the opposition caucus.

Concentration of power in the executive also implies that both the stakes of o�ce and clarity of re-

sponsibility for economic performance should be higher in executive contests (Powell ����; Duch

and Stevenson ����). Moreover, the results of legislative elections tend to be noisier than those of

executive contests: nationally aggregated data on vote shares is unavailable for many countries, and

many EARs have majoritarian electoral systems that produce large distortions in the translation of

votes into seats (Higashijima andChang ����). Nonetheless, these considerations suggest a “placebo

test” for the argument: the impact of growth and elections on breakdown should be limited to com-

��e argument cannot say whether closed regimes should be less sensitive to economic performance than EARs on
average because �xed regime characteristics may a�ect both a regime’s propensity to hold competitive elections and its
vulnerability to them (see Harish and Little ���� for a similar claim applied to election-related violence).

�“Fighting their chains,”�e Economist, �� October ����.
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petitive executive elections; the e�ect should disappear – or become substantially weaker – when

the analysis is restricted to purely legislative or non-competitive executive elections.

�irdly, while bad economic performance may a�ect authoritarian breakdown in multiple ways

– e.g., by inducing a coup among insiders or by triggering mass protests from outsiders –, election-

related breakdowns should be more likely to be driven by outsiders,�� either directly through an

electoral defeat or indirectly via mass protests a�er a fraudulent election. Furthermore, to the extent

that these outsiders won their right to govern at the ballot box, the new government is more likely

to qualify as democratic, at least in the short run (see also Brownlee ����; Teorell ����; Knutsen,

Nygård and Wig ����; Schuler, Gueorguiev and Cantú ����). Note, however, that the argument

does not suggest any systematic relationship between economic performance and the observed level

of electoral manipulation, as the relationship can go both ways. A regime that is electorally weak

(e.g., if the economy is doing badly) may be less willing to manipulate in order to produce more

informative results (Rozenas ����) but also less able to do it if insiders are dissatis�ed or unsure

about its electoral prospects. At the same time, when a relatively small amount of fraud may su�ce

to win the election, the temptation to manipulate is stronger. On the other hand, a strong regime

is more able to manipulate in order to signal its strength (Simpser ����), but has less need to do so,

especially if a booming economy increases its popularity and discourages insiders from defecting.

Data and methods

Authoritarian breakdown. I examine these claims on a sample of ��� authoritarian regimes be-

tween ���� and ����.�� �e unit of observation is the (authoritarian) country-year. �e main out-

come of interest is breakdownr,t , a dummy that takes the value of � if regime r broke down before

December �� of year t, and � otherwise. Following Geddes, Frantz and Wright (����; henceforth

��I thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting this possibility.
��Online appendix B lists all regimes included in the analysis. Note that the handful of regimes that appeared a�er
January �st of a given year and broke down before December �� are excluded from the sample.
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GWF), I de�ne a regime breakdown as a change in the “set of formal and/or informal rules for

choosing leaders and policies.”�� In practice, this means that the incumbent executive and his ruling

coalition were replaced by a di�erent set of rulers, and thus it captures the main theoretical concept

of interest, which is an autocracy’s (in)capacity to remain in power (see Hollyer, Rosendor� and

Vreeland ����; Wright, Frantz and Geddes ����; Knutsen, Nygård and Wig ���� and Schuler, Gue-

orguiev and Cantú ���� for a similar approach).�� In contrast, other measures of regime type – such

as Polity (Marshall, Gurr and Jaggers ����), Freedom House, V-Dem (Coppedge et al. ����) or the

Democracy and Dictatorship (DD) dataset (Cheibub, Gandhi and Vreeland ����) – either ignore

transitions from one authoritarian regime to another, or identify instances of regime change even

when there was no turnover at the top (Wright, Frantz and Geddes ����:���-�). �e replacement of

the Shah by Ayatollah Khomeini does not show up in DD because both regimes were authoritarian,

while the introduction of multiparty elections in several African countries in the ����s improved

their Polity scores (Bratton and van de Walle ����) even though most incumbents remained in of-

�ce. GWF’s dataset also accounts for the possibility that a regime may be neither democratic nor

authoritarian, for example if no group controlled most of the country’s territory, or if there was a

provisional government in charge of organizing transitional elections. Excluding such cases is im-

portant because the argument only applies when an authoritarian regime e�ectively governs and

has some aspiration to endure. Moreover, since provisional governments rarely last more than two

years and step down following an election, classifying them as autocracies would overstate the e�ect

of elections on breakdown.

�emain concernwith GWF’s data is that a substantial share of regime breakdowns are coded as

occurring in election days, thus potentially introducing a mechanical correlation between elections

and breakdown (see Schuler, Gueorguiev and Cantú ����). In practice, however, this is less worri-

some than it seems at �rst sight. On the one hand, the removal of an authoritarian ruling coalition

��I extended GWF’s data until ���� and made a few changes in their coding; see Online appendix A for details.
��Foreign occupation, a country’s breakup, or loss of e�ective control over its territory also count as breakdown.
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is a prerequisite for a transition to occur, and elections matter precisely because they make such re-

placementmore likely. On the other, coding breakdowns on election days is most problematic when

an election signals the end of a regime that had been decided beforehand. For example, GWF code

the end of the Uruguayan dictatorship on ��November ����, when themilitary organized competi-

tive presidential elections as a means of devolving power to civilians. Attributing this breakdown to

the election would bias the results because the military had indicated its willingness to return to the

barracks well before election day, and indeed no member of the government was running for the

presidency. To avoid this problem, I only include elections in which a high-ranking regime insider

– either the incumbent or a designated successor – was running for o�ce. �at is, Uruguay in ����

is coded as an instance of breakdown, but the corresponding country-year is coded as having no

election. Similarly, when the incumbent executive was e�ectively deprived of his powers before the

election (as in several African countries in the ����s; see Bratton and van deWalle ����), the break-

down is coded as having taken place before the election. My list of election-driven breakdowns is

thus very similar to that of Schuler, Gueorguiev and Cantú (����; see Table A�), though I take a less

aggressive approach at pre-dating breakdowns preceded by institutional reforms when the ruling

party participated in the election.��

To shed some light on the mechanisms through which elections and the economy a�ect author-

itarian breakdown, I look at ten additional outcomes. All of them are dummies that take the value

of � when the event of interest (i.e., a coup attempt) occurred in a given country-year, and � other-

wise. First, I rely on GWF’s coding of how a regime ended to distinguish between di�erent sources

of breakdown. Speci�cally, I discriminate between breakdowns driven by insiders (i.e., a coup);

those driven by outsiders (a category that includes mass protests as well as electoral defeats); and

cases in which the authorities stepped down voluntarily (as in Uruguay in ����).�� Second, I iden-

��Tracing breakdown dates back to the adoption of institutional reforms that made elections cleaner, as Schuler, Gue-
orguiev and Cantú (����) do, is problematic because it ignores regimes that introduced similar reforms and survived.
In any case, Table A�� shows that the results are robust to re-coding these cases.

��I ignore foreign invasions and instances of state disappearance. Note that GWF code cases in which the government
tried to manipulate the elections but stepped down following mass protests as protest-driven breakdowns.
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tify anti-government protests with data from the Social, Political, and Economic Event Database

(SPEED), which compiles information from thousands of news sources about politically relevant

events – from statements and demonstrations to (attempted) assassinations and acts of repression –

between ���� and ���� (Nardulli, Althaus and Hayes ����).�� Speci�cally, protestr,t takes the value

of � if in regime r during year t there was at least one demonstration, strike or riot organized by a

non-governmental actor.�� Following Johnson and�yne (����), violent protestr,t indicates if there

was at least one protest in which a weapon was used. �ird, to see whether the results are driven by

insiders’ incentives to conspire, I use data from Powell and �yne (����) to look at coup attempts

as well as successful and unsuccessful coups.�� Finally, to determine whether election-driven break-

downs are more likely to result in democratization, I look at whether GWF code the regime in place

at t + � as another autocracy, or as a democracy or provisional government.

Explanatory variables. �e argument posits that authoritarian breakdown is a function of three

factors. I measure short-term economic performance with growthr,t−�, the country’s lagged change

in per capita income. I constructed this variable with data from the Maddison Project.�� I employ

the lagged rather than the contemporaneous growth rate because an ailing economy may be the

consequence of regime breakdown rather than its cause.

�e distinction between EARs and closed regimes�� is based on whether the executive and the

legislature have been elected in formally competitive elections (as in Mexico under the PRI or Zim-

��
http://www.clinecenter.illinois.edu/data/event/speed/. I thank an anonymous reviewer for bringing
this dataset to my attention.

��I �rst coded whether an event was a “demonstration” (PE_TYPE = �), a “strike” (PE_TYPE = �) or a “riot or brawl”
(ATK_TYPE = �), and then restricted the sample to those that were initiated by non-governmental actors (INI_TYPE= �). Note that Johnson and�yne (����) employ a much loser de�nition of “protest” that also includes verbal attacks
against the government and the formation of opposition organizations. I ignored protests that occurred a�er a break-
down. I use a dummy rather than the total number of protests in a given year because protests that are repeated over
several consecutive weeks or days should be coded as a single event.

��Naturally, I only include coups that took place before a breakdown.
��
http://www.ggdc.net/maddison/maddison-project/home.htm, ���� version.

��Speci�c de�nitions vary, but the conceptual distinction between closed regimes and EARs is common (see Howard
and Roessler ����; Schedler ����, ����; Brownlee ����; Gandhi and Lust-Okar ����; Levitsky and Way ����; Maga-
loni and Kricheli ����; Morse ����; Svolik ����; Mainwaring and Pérez-Liñán ����; Knutsen, Nygård and Wig ����).

��

http://www.clinecenter.illinois.edu/data/event/speed/
http://www.ggdc.net/maddison/maddison-project/home.htm


babwe under Mugabe) or not, either because there are no elections at all (China, Saudi Arabia),

because elections are not formally competitive (the Soviet Union), or because only the legislature is

competitively elected (Jordan).�� �us, EARr,t is a dummy that takes the value of � if at the beginning

of year t, regime r had an executive and a legislature that had been elected in formally competitive

elections.�� As explained in Appendix D, I coded this variable by crossing data from executives and

legislatures from Cheibub, Gandhi and Vreeland (����) with the National Elections Across Democ-

racy and Autocracy dataset (Hyde and Marinov ����; henceforth NELDA), which provides a list of

national-level elections around the world between ���� and ����. I also relied on NELDA to create

electionr,t , a dummy that indicates if regime r held a competitive executive election in year t, the

election took place before a breakdown, and (a) some member of the outgoing government was

running for o�ce, or (b) the outgoing government clearly backed one of the candidates. Following

Hyde and Marinov (����), I classi�ed an election as (minimally) competitive if (a) there existed at

least one non-government group that might have participated in the election; (b) opposition parties

were legally allowed; and (c) there was a choice of candidates in the ballot.��

A potential concern with election dates is that they may be endogenous (Knutsen, Nygård and

Wig ����): elections in parliamentary regimes are o�en held ahead of schedule, and unelected au-

tocrats are sometimes forced to hold elections under pressure from popular protests (Kim ����) or

international donors (Dietrich and Wright ����; Miller forthcoming). �us, in some speci�cations

I look at scheduled rather than actual elections (Pop-Eleches and Robertson ����), coding an obser-

vation as � if an election was scheduled to take place on year t at the beginning of the year, even if

��Two other regime types are possible. In indirect autocracies, formal democratic institutions coexist with an unelected
body that holds e�ective political power, e.g. the military (Guatemala ����-��) or a religious council (Iran a�er ����).
Competitive oligarchies hold multiparty elections but restrict the su�rage to a small subset of the population (South
Africa until ����). I ignore these regimes (just �.�% of authoritarian country-years) because the logic of the argument
does not apply to them: in the former elections do not determine the e�ective allocation of political power, while in
the latter most citizens are disenfranchised. In any case, including them does not change the results (see Table A��).

��A regime may qualify as closed and EAR at di�erent moments during its lifetime – typically when a closed autocracy
introduces elections and wins them, as in Africa in the ����s (Bratton and van deWalle ����). Such regimes are coded
as electoral authoritarian (closed) since the year a�er the introduction (cancellation) of competitive elections.

��I changed their coding in a handful of instances, e.g. if there was a single candidate because of an opposition boycott.
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the election eventually did not take place. �is both excludes elections that are held on the basis of

short-term political considerations,�� and allows for the possibility that a regime’s demise may be

triggered by an attempt to cancel or postpone a scheduled election. Speci�cally, I distinguish be-

tween three cases: (a) no competitive (executive) election was scheduled to take place at any time in

the future; (b) a competitive (executive) election was scheduled to take place in a future year; or (c)

a competitive (executive) election was scheduled to take place during the year. Case (a) corresponds

to closed regimes, while cases (b) and (c) correspond to EARs. To determine the date of scheduled

elections, I looked at the date in which the executive’s term was set to end, as even authoritarian

executives are elected for a �xed (or maximum) term (Fearon ����; Baturo ����). For example, if an

incumbent was elected for a �ve-year term at t, the next election is scheduled to take place at t+�.��
Speci�cation. I estimate linear probability models�� of the form

breakdownr,t = f �growthr,t−�, electionr,t , EARr,t� + θ ⋅Cr,t + µr + δt + ��
d=�

γd ⋅ durationdr,t + εr,t ,

where f (⋅) is some function of the explanatory variables of interest (for example, an interaction

between the three), Cr,t is a vector of time-varying controls, µr and δt are regime and year �xed

e�ects, and the γd ’s are the coe�cients for a cubic duration trend. I include regime �xed e�ects to

account for both country-speci�c characteristics as well as for factors that remain constant over a

regime’s lifetime – like its founding episode (Albertus and Menaldo ����), or whether the regime is

military or personalist (Geddes, Wright and Frantz ����) – or change little within regimes – e.g., its

��Early elections are o�en announced in the same year in which they occur, and thus are o�en coded as non-scheduled.
��When applicable, I accounted for constitutional changes that lengthened an incumbent’s term. NELDA does not
provide information on term lengths, so I relied on the Nohlen handbooks (Nohlen, Krennerich and �ibaut ����;
Nohlen, Grotz and Hartmann ����a,b; Nohlen ����a,b; Nohlen and Stover ����) and other country sources.

��I estimate linear probability models instead of survival models because the latter cannot account for regime-speci�c
characteristics: frailty models require some clusters to experience multiple events (Box-Ste�ensmeier, Boef and Joyce
����) but regimes can break down only once. Generalized linear models also behave poorly when an irrelevant vari-
able is included (or a relevant one is excluded), even if that variable is uncorrelated with the explanatory variable(s) of
interest (Angrist and Pischke ����). Moreover, when the goal is to estimate marginal e�ects, LPMs and logit/probit
produce similar results (Angrist and Pischke ����:���-�).
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constitutional structure (see Roberts ����). �is ensures that the results will be driven by variation

in elections and growth rates within regimes rather than between them. �at is, while institutions

(Pepinsky ����) or average growth rates may be endogenous to regime type, the �xed e�ects ensure

that only variation over the regime’s baseline will be taken into account. �e year dummies account

for world trends that are common to all regimes, such as the end of the Cold War. �e duration

trends account for the possibility that younger regimes may di�er systematically from older ones

(Carter and Signorino ����). In some speci�cations I also control for factors thatmay a�ect both the

decision to hold elections and the probability of breakdown: GDP per capitar,t−� (from Maddison),

the availability of natural resources (oil and gas per capitar,t−�, fromRoss andMahdavi ����), and the

proportion of democratic neighborsr,t in a country’s region (excluding the country itself).�� I report

robust standard errors clustered by regime.

Results

Figure � shows that the relationship of interest is present in the data: EARs are more vulnerable to

breakdown in election years, and the e�ect is specially marked when the economy is doing badly.

However, this relationship may be spurious. For example, both EARs and breakdownsmay bemore

common a�er the Cold War, or EARs may grow more slowly than closed regimes. �us, in this

section I examine whether the relationship holds within individual regimes and a�er accounting

for worldwide trends.

��I distinguish between eight regions: East Asia; Former Communist; Latin America; MENA; South Asia; South-East
Asia and the Paci�c; Sub-Saharan Africa; and Western Europe plus former British settler colonies (see Miller ����).
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Main results. �e �rst model of Table � shows that better economic performance makes break-

downs less likely, though the e�ect is modest in magnitude: the point estimate of −�.�� (��: �.��)
implies that a � percentage point increase in growth at t−� (equivalent to the within-regime standard

deviation in the data; see Table A�) reduces the probability of breakdown at t by just �.�� percentage

points. Although far from irrelevant (the unconditional probability of breakdown in the data is �%;

see Table A�), the e�ect is much smaller than simply holding a competitive election, which increases

the probability of breakdown by between � (��: �) and �� (��: �) percentage points, depending on

whether we consider actual elections (model �) or scheduled ones (model �).

Model � con�rms that the economy matters more in election years. �e estimate of −�.�� (��:
�.��) for growtht−� means that in a year without elections, increasing the growth rate by � percentage

points changes the probability of breakdown by −�.��×� ≈ −�.� pp., whereas in a non-election year
a similar change would have an e�ect of (−�.��−�.��)×� ≈ −�.� pp.�e reverse is also true: holding

an election increases the probability of breakdown by � (��: �) percentage points when the growth

rate is zero, but the e�ect is cut to �.� pp. if the economy is growing at �% per year. Elections are a

risky venture, but high growth rates make them safer.

A potential problemwith these results is that they con�ate EARs and closed regimes: the former

hold elections regularly, while the latter typically do it only under pressure (Kim ����), i.e. when

they are weak and thus more likely to lose (see also Rozenas ����). �us, model � includes a triple

interaction term between growth, elections and authoritarian regime type. To facilitate interpreta-

tion of the results, the bottom of Table � shows the marginal e�ect of growtht−� on breakdownt (a)

in non-election years in closed regimes; (b) in non-election years in EARs; (c) in election years in

closed regimes; and (d) in election years in EARs. �e marginal e�ect of growth in election years is

more than twice as large in EARs than in closed regimes (−�.��, ��: �.�� vs. −�.��, ��: �.��). �ese

estimates are not statistically di�erent from one another (see also the le� panel of Figure �a), but

there is no theoretical reason why they should be; rather, the goal of the exercise is to demonstrate
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(a) growtht−� � electiont (main results)

(b) growtht−� � electiont (non-competitive and legislative)

(c) electiont � growtht−� (main results)

Figure �: Point estimates and ��% con�dence intervals of the marginal e�ects of growtht−� or elec-
tiont on the probability of breakdownt , based on the results reported in Table �. Panel (a) is based
on models � and � (for actual elections) or � and � (for scheduled elections); panel (b), on mod-
els �, � and �� (actual) or �, �� and �� (scheduled); while results in panel (c) correspond to mod-
els � and �, respectively. ��



that the results in model � are not an artifact of closed regimes holding competitive elections under

unfavorable circumstances.��

Conversely, higher growth rates make elections safer. For example, the middle panel of Fig-

ure �c indicates that under average growth rates (�-�%per year; see Table A�), elections increase the

probability of breakdown by �-� pp. �is makes sense, as elections are especially good at facilitating

coordination among an aggrieved populace (Fearon ����), and such grievances may have multi-

ple sources besides economic performance – such as corruption (Tucker ����) or an infelicitous

statement during the campaign. Even then, a booming economy clearly helps the government: for

growth rates of � pp. a year of higher, the e�ect of elections on breakdown is not longer statistically

signi�cant at the �.�� level (see Figure �c). As for non-election years, the e�ect of economic per-

formance remains negative and statistically signi�cant in closed regimes, and similar in magnitude

but imprecisely estimated in EARs. Again, these estimates are not statistically di�erent from one

another, but the fact that growth only matters in non-election years in closed regimes is consistent

with the argument.�� Model � shows that accounting for GDP per capita, natural resources, and the

proportion of democracies in a country’s region does not change the gist of the results, save for the

marginal e�ect of growth in election years in closed regimes.�� Among the control themselves, Ta-

ble A� shows that increasing the proportion of democratic neighborst makes breakdownsmore likely,

but income and natural resources have no independent e�ect on the outcome.

Model � distinguishes between autocracies in which no electionwas scheduled at any time in the

future (closed regimes), those in which an election was scheduled for a di�erent year (EAR, non-

election year), and those in which an election was scheduled to take place in that same year (EAR,

���e theoretical argument assumes that there only two kinds of autocracies: EARs, in which elections are expected as
a matter of course; and closed regimes, in which (competitive) elections are never held. Reality is more complicated,
however, because closed regimes sometimes hold competitive elections for the �rst time (Kim ����). While I make no
theoretical claim about the consequences of these elections, it would be worrying to �nd that the conditional e�ect of
economic growth on breakdown is entirely driven by such founding elections.

��Since the e�ect of growtht−� in non-election years in closed regimes is so small (−�.��, ��: �.��), distinguishing it from
an e�ect that were estimated (rather than assumed) to be zero would be almost impossible.

���is is a pure “sample e�ect:” restricting the analysis to observations with data on natural resources but not including
the variable in the equation produces almost identical estimates and standard errors (see Table A��).
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election year). �is only increases the strength of the results: the e�ect of growtht−� on regimes with

no scheduled elections remains unchanged (−�.��, ��: �.��, t-score: −�.��), but is essentially zero
when an election is scheduled for another year (−�.��, ��: �.��). Again, these two estimates are not

statistically distinguishable fromone another, thought their relativemagnitude is consistent with the

argument, and distinguishing between themwould be hard anyway (see fn. ��). When an election is

scheduled to take place at t, in contrast, the marginal e�ect of growtht−� goes up by an order of mag-

nitude (−�.��, ��: �.��), implying that an increase in the growth rate of � percentage points decreases

the probability of breakdown by a whopping �.�� pp. Moreover, Figure �a shows that the con�dence

intervals for the marginal e�ect of growtht−� on election years in EARs do not overlap with those

from closed regimes, implying that the estimates are signi�cantly di�erent from one another. Look-

ing at the relationship between growth and elections the other way round, Figure �c con�rms that

the impact of elections also depends on the economy: simply holding an election increases the risk

of breakdown by ��-�� pp. when the economy is barely growing, and can be disastrous under a

serious recession – if the economy contracts by �� pp. at t − �, the model predicts that holding an

election will increase the probability of breakdown by around �� pp. Conversely, if the economy

expands by � pp. per year or more, holding an election no longer has a statistically signi�cant e�ect

on the probability of breakdown. Autocrats trying to engineer electoral business cycles (Akhmedov

and Zhuravskaya ����; Magaloni ����; Pepinsky ����; Blaydes ����) clearly know what they are

doing. Model � con�rms that adding controls does not change the results.

Placebo tests. �e last four columns of Table � examine whether these e�ect are being driven by

competitive elections for an executive o�ce. Models � and �� look at non-competitive executive elec-

tions only.�� Higher growth rates still reduce the likelihood of breakdown in non-election years, but

the interaction between growth and elections disappears completely or becomes much smaller in

magnitude, corroborating the claim that non-competitive elections have no short-term e�ects on

authoritarian survival.�e point is especially evident in Figure �b, where the contrast between com-
���at is, electiont takes the value of � in years with (scheduled) non-competitive executive elections, and � otherwise.
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petitive and non-competitive elections could not be starker. Models �� and �� show a very similar

story for years with competitive legislative elections but no competitive executive ones.�� �e esti-

mate for scheduled (competitive) legislative-only elections is close to being statistically signi�cant,

but Figure �b shows that its ��% con�dence interval does not include the point estimate for the

marginal e�ect of growtht−� in (competitive) executive elections. Georgia and Kyrgyzstan notwith-

standing, authoritarian regimes are most vulnerable when the executive o�ce is contested; taken by

themselves, competitive legislative elections do not matter that much.

Robustness. �ese results are robust to a wide variety of sample and speci�cation changes. To

begin with, closed regimes that hold single-party elections may be stronger than those that do not

hold elections at all (Cox ����). �us, Table A� and Figure A� in Online appendix F distinguish

between closed regimes that do not hold executive elections at all, closed regimes that hold single-

party executive elections only, and EARs. �e �rst two are indistinguishable from one another; the

results are clearly driven by EARs.

Tables A�� to A�� show that controlling for the logarithm of GDP per capitat−�, oil and gas per

capitat−� or the proportion of democratic neighborst , either jointly or separately, has no impact on the

results. �e last variable has a positive e�ect on the outcome, as expected, but it does not a�ect the

rest of the estimates. �e null results for GDP per capitat−� (log) are not that surprising considering
that the regime e�ects already account for large di�erences in levels between countries – e.g., be-

tween Singapore and Zambia. What remains is variation within regimes, which is likely correlated

with growth rates anyway (see Acemoglu et al. ����; Treisman ���� for similar null results in �xed-

e�ects speci�cations). Natural resources do vary somewhat within countries, but if elections follow

a pre-established calendar, natural resource shocks are unlikely to a�ect speci�c election dates.

Coding a regime’s end as themoment in which the �rstmove toward liberalization begins results

in somewhat weaker but substantively identical estimates (Table A��). Survival models with either

��Model �� in Table A� shows that in years with both executive and legislative elections, the results are very similar to
those of model �, further vindicating this claim.
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a cloglog or a probit link produce qualitatively identical estimates, even when including the mean

of the explanatory variables in the speci�cation (Tables A�� to A��). Replacing regime with coun-

try �xed e�ects (Table A��), adding indirect regimes and oligarchies, or coding EARs using LIED

(Skaaning, Gerring and Bartusevičius ����) or V-Dem (Coppedge et al. ����) rather than Cheibub,

Gandhi and Vreeland’s (����) data produces even stronger estimates (Tables A�� to A��). Replacing

growtht−� with a recessiont−� dummy that takes the value of � when the growth rate falls below −�%
per year, or using growth data from the Penn World Tables or the World Development Indicators

does not change the gist of the results (Tables A�� to A��), though the latter estimates are some-

what weaker – probably because they are more variable than the rest (see Table A�). �e results are

somewhat weaker for regimes that GWF code as party-based (Tables A�� and A��), and the rela-

tionship appears to be stronger in poorer countries, though this may re�ect di�erences in sample

sizes (Tables A�� and A��).

Potential mechanisms. Table � replicates models � and � from Table � for a variety of alternative

outcomes. To save space, I focus on the estimates and standard errors for the marginal e�ect of

(growtht−� � electiont), though the full results can be found in Tables A� through A��.

�ree results areworth noting. First, economic performance seems to have little e�ect on insider-

driven takeovers or voluntarywithdrawals fromo�ce: although the estimates are generally negative,

the coe�cients are very small in magnitude and far from statistically signi�cant. But when the out-

come of interest is end (outsider)t , the results are very similar to those reported in Table �: the e�ect

of growth in non-election years in closed regimes is still negative and signi�cant, though quite small

in magnitude, while its impact on election years in EARs is more than an order of magnitude larger.

�is supports the claim that elections and the economy are especially relevant for understanding

outsider-driven transitions. Furthermore, recall that the outcome of interest is loss of power by an

autocratic ruling coalition, not the introduction of political or economic reforms; while the latter

may harm (some) regime insiders and thus weaken their allegiance to the government, this need

not result in a complete overhaul of the regime, at least in the short term.
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Table �: Examining potential mechanisms: Marginal e�ect of growtht−� on alternative outcomes

end (insider)t end (outsider)t end (voluntary)t protest t violent protest t
actual sched. actual sched. actual sched. actual sched. actual sched.

(�) (�) (�) (�) (�) (�) (�) (�) (�) (��)

no election (cl.) -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.��
(�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��)

no election (EAR) -�.�� �.�� -�.�� -�.�� �.�� �.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.��
(�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��)

election (closed) -�.�� -�.�� �.�� -�.�� -�.��
(�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��)

election (EAR) �.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.��
(�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��)

coup attempt t successful coupt unsuc. coupt other autocracyt+� democracyt+�
actual sched. actual sched. actual sched. actual sched. actual sched.

(��) (��) (��) (��) (��) (��) (��) (��) (��) (��)

no election (cl.) -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.��
(�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��)

no election (EAR) -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� �.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� �.��
(�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��)

election (closed) -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� �.�� -�.��
(�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��)

election (EAR) -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� -�.�� �.�� �.�� -�.�� -�.��
(�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��) (�.��)

Values based on OLS regression estimates reported in columns � and � of Tables A� to A��. Robust standard errors
clustered by regime in parentheses. All speci�cations include regime and year �xed e�ects, as well as a duration
polynomial of order �.

�e impact of growth on intermediate outcomes such as protests and coups is less straightfor-

ward. Higher growth rates make protests less likely in non-election years, and the e�ect is substan-

tial: a � pp. increase in growtht−� decreases the probability of observing at least one protest at t by
� × �.�� ≈ �.� pp. �e e�ect is similar for closed regimes and EARs, though it is only signi�cant for

the former (probably due to sample size). More surprisingly, the e�ect does not increase in elec-

tion years. �is may re�ect the fact that governments are more sensitive to social unrest during

election years, and thus more willing to o�er concessions and negotiate with opposition leaders.

Furthermore, if the government concedes an electoral defeat, there is little reason to protest in the

�rst place. But when the government steals an election – or there is widespread perception that
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the government tried to steal an election –, protests should be more likely (Tucker ����; Kuntz

and �ompson ����), and since the stakes are higher, the likelihood of violence increases. In line

with this admittedly speculative interpretation, models �-�� show that economic performance only

increases the likelihood of violent protests in election years.

Models ��-�� indicate that the evidence for coups is not straightforward either. Coup attempts

are much more sensitive to economic conditions in elections years, perhaps because hardliners are

less likely to stage a coup when electoral results are favorable to the government (Wig and Rød

����). But whether this results is driven by successful or unsuccessful coups is unclear: looking at

scheduled elections suggests the former, while examining actual elections implies the latter.

Finally, models ��-�� suggest that growth-driven breakdowns in closed regimes are more likely

to result in another autocracy, while election-related ones aremuchmore likely to result in democra-

tization (see also the estimates for electiont in Table A��). �ese results should be taken with a grain

of salt, however, as they are purely short-term e�ects – they simply re�ect a country’s status at t+� –,
and may be an artifact of the fact that when an authoritarian government steps down following an

election, researchers are more likely to give the new government the bene�t of the doubt. But in line

with the claim that the e�ect of economic growth on electoral manipulation is indeterminate, the

estimates in Table A�� are o�en statistically insigni�cant and change wildly between speci�cations.

Conclusion

�is paper extends the literature on authoritarian elections in three ways. First, it examines how

the e�ect of competitive elections may be mediated by the economy and vice versa, an issue that

has received surprisingly little attention so far (though see Fearon ����, Reuter and Gandhi ���� and

Rozenas ���� for partial exceptions). Second, it explains why, considered in isolation, economic

performance may have a weak impact on breakdown. And thirdly, it proposes a novel mechanism

through which elections may a�ect authoritarian survival: not by generating or communicating
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information, but rather by defusing anti-regime behavior in non-election years – though this comes

at the cost of increased vulnerability in election periods (see also Harish and Little ����).

In line with this story, economic performance has a modest impact on breakdown in closed

regimes, but EARs are extremely vulnerable to bad economic performance in election periods. �at

said, the e�ect of economic growth in non-election years in EARs, while statistically indistinguish-

able from zero, is not statistically di�erent from the corresponding e�ect in closed autocracies.

Nonetheless, this is not inconsistent with the argument, and other pieces of evidence are in line

with it. First, the results are driven by competitive elections for selecting the incumbent executive,

highlighting the importance of distinguishing between di�erent kinds of authoritarian elections

(see also Morse ����; Bernhard, Edgell and Lindberg ���� and Knutsen, Nygård and Wig ����).

Second, election-related breakdowns are more likely to be driven by outsiders, and more likely to

result in democratization. �ese results cannot be interpreted causally, but their credibility is en-

hanced by three factors. First, the �xed e�ects account for a wide variety of time-invariant regime

characteristics that may simultaneously a�ect the growth rate, the decision to adopt elections, and

the likelihood of breakdown. Second, the �ndings are stronger when looking at the date of the next

scheduled election, which can be taken as �xed, rather than the actual election date, which may be

manipulated strategically (Pop-Eleches and Robertson ����). Lastly, if the government manipulates

the economy for electoral reasons (Akhmedov and Zhuravskaya ����; Magaloni ����; Pepinsky

����; Blaydes ����), growth rates should be especially high in election years, thus stacking the deck

against �nding any results. Still, some time-changing factors may simultaneously a�ect both eco-

nomic performance and regime breakdown, e.g. if economic elites reduce investment in anticipation

of election-driven turmoil. Lagging growth rates mitigates the impact of this possibility, but cannot

eliminate it. In any case, such behavior would be consistent with the logic of the argument, as it

implies that authoritarian rulers are safer when elections are far away into the future.

It is also worth noting what this paper does not say. First, the argument is agnostic about the

impact of elections on long-term survival: the increased risk of breakdown in election periods may
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more than compensate for EARs’ increased resiliency in non-election years. Second, I do not claim

that the short-term bene�ts of the electoral cycle are the reason why autocracies introduce elections

in the �rst place; both domestic (Acemoglu and Robinson ����; Kim ����) and international (Dun-

ning ����; Finkel, Pérez-Liñán and Seligson ����; Levitsky andWay ����; Dietrich andWright ����;

Miller forthcoming) pressure probably play a much bigger role. �at said, autocracies that expect

to deliver consistently high growth rates – China or Vietnam come to mind – should be especially

wary of electoral competition: they have little reason to fear a coup or a popular uprising, but elec-

tions could make them vulnerable to even moderate slowdowns. Indeed, the Chinese government

is extremely suspicious about citizens coordinating for any reason (King, Pan and Roberts ����).

In terms of further research, while the argument emphasized the possibility that elections allow

citizens and opposition leaders to coordinate, the electoral cycle should a�ect the behavior of other

players as well. For example, elections may strengthen the hand of moderate opposition leaders

who advocate challenging the regime at the polls at the expense of extremists who want to take to

the streets, as in Venezuela a�er ����.�� �us, one may examine the rhetoric of moderate and ex-

tremist opposition leaders when scandals or economic crises erupt in non-election years. Elections

may also induce regime insiders to invest in election-related activities or change the type of insider

that reaches top-level positions or defects (see Reuter and Szakonyi ����). To the extent that this

is the case, insiders who have invested in election-related activities should be more willing to con-

cede an electoral defeat, because they can expect to return to power in the future. �e argument

also assumes that defecting from the regime to challenge it at the polls is less risky than planning

a coup; accordingly, defectors who lost an election (in EARs) should fare better than unsuccess-

ful coup plotters (in both EARs and closed regimes). Lastly, to the extent that elections are risky,

incumbents in EARs should maximize their chances of survival by extending the term lengths of

executive o�cials and thus reducing the frequency of elections, as Chávez did in Venezuela in ����

(Corrales and Penfold-Becerra ����) or Medvedev in Russia in ���� (Baturo ����).

��“A tale of two prisoners,”�e Economist, �� February ����; “Tyranny looms,”�e Economist, �� February ����.
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